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Definition of Surface Tension

It lit veil known—iaaa that liquid* not

fey external forces assume e ehape such that their

free surface is e minima. This suggests the idee that

every spaoe filled with liquid sets as if it sere encloeed

in an elastic membrane, the tension of vhich tends to cause

a reduction in the surface. We thus arrive at a conception

of surface tension, a force acting parallel to the surface

across a given length of surface, and tending to

area of the surfaoe,

Leplaoe explains this phenomenon by

molecules of s liquid attract one another with forces act-

ing over very short distances. The molecules in the bulk

of e liquid are subject to an equal attraction from all

aldee but molecules in the surfaoe ere subject to the at-

traction of many mors moleculee from the bulk of solution

from the vepor. This unbalanced attraction tending to

the molecules of the surfaoe into the liquid ie the

oeuee of this tension. In Leplsce»e theory the cause of the

attraction ie not indicated but the view seems to



have been held at one time that it Is gravitational and that

the fore© radiates equally In all dlreotlona around the

molecules.

Polar Molecule Theory of Surfeee Tension
and Orientation of Molecules

theory of surface tonoiofi baaed on the electrical

of atone attributes this attraction to electrical

Lc forces and attributes free surfeee energy to

the stray electrical fields around the molecules within the

surface* The clonesri in this theory have been, en the

physical side. Debye (1) ant Thomson (e)$ on the ehemleal

aide. Hardy (3). Rerklne (4) and Lanejntlr (5)* According

to this theory come atoms within the molecule may have

gained end others lost one or sere electrons* Such en ex-

change would result in one pert of the molecule hawing an

excess of negative and the other part an excess of positive

electricity, these equal charges being separated by a email

distance. Such an arrangement of charges Is called a

iambict. These doublets. If free to move as they ere in

solutions, always arrange themselves so that unlike charges

are htsughl together eaueing attraction. Seme other atoms

within the molecule may be Joined not by a transfer but by

a sharing of electrons. In this eaee the electrical field

the molecule end eoneeeuently the attractions will
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not bo »o great as in the former ease. aoleeules of tha

first type are termed polar molecules while molecules of the

latter type are called nan polar. It has been found that

polar aoleeules attract each other and non-polar molecules

attract each other but the attraction between polar and non-

polar molecules is eery snail*

Sons molecules, such as the fatty acids, hare molecules

ehioh are partially polar and partially non-polar. Herdy

(3) suggested that if such aoleeules were placed in a polar

solvent, such aa eater, the Molecules of the solvent would

hare a greater attraction for the polar hydroxyl group than

for the non-polar hydrocarbon sheIn. This would result in

taw) molecules of the acid in the surface of the solution

arranging themselves with the hydroxyl group toward the so-

lution and the hyrtrstsreom chain toward the vapor phase.

Since the stray electrical fields around this part of the

molecule ere ens11 , this would result In s considerable

lowering of the surface tension. Hardy presented no

mental evidence to substantiate this idea but such

has been furnished by Harkins (4) and by langaulr (5).

Olbbs* Adsorption Keuatlon

In the surface layers of solutions there may be a de-

elded alteration in concentration of solute oompared to the

concentration in the bulk of the solution. This change of
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ltration in the eurfeee layer is tot—d artoosptltsi end

celled poeitlvo if there la en increase end negative if

there le e decrease. J. Wilierd Gibbe (6) worked out the

following mathematical relation between the surface tension

of solutions end the amount of adsorption taking place in

the surfsee*

-frf? W dine

In this equation u is the amount of edeorptlon in molee per

equere centimeter *f surface, c la the ooaieatration of the

eolution in molee per liter after edeorptlon has taken

piece, Y is the surface tension in dynes per centimeter, R

ie the gaa constant (8.316 x 10* erge), and T is the abee-

lute temporeture. To calculate the eaount of edeorptlon

it le neeeeeery to determine the surfece tension of e aerie

a

of eolutlone at various concentrations. If the values of V

are then plotted ae ordinatee end the values of Inc plotted

es sbsolsss the elope *£ the curve at any point ie the value

of dv/dlnc for the concentration of eolution represented by

that point.

Verification of Oibbe»

ettempte have been asde to verify experi-

mentally thie equation with rather conflicting results.

In the frill oaIns, table experimental deterainetlone of ad-
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sorption made by various workers is compered with the

values caloulated using Olbbs* equation (7).

As can be seen from the tabulated results, the evi-

denee seems to be rather contradictory but the preponderance

of evidence seeas to indicate that except for very dilate

solutions, more adsorption takes place than is predicted by

the equation. A partial explanation nay be that the

cystica was derived for dilute solutions by assaaiag that

v • SL 2* activities acre used instead ef concentrations

any error due to deviation free this law would be eliminated.

The variations are too great in inany eaees to be explained

by this argument. MeBain attempts to explain this by

suaing that the aonomolecular surface layer in which

sorption takes pleas acts as a support for chains of

ted molecules which extend relatively far into the solution.

The results obtained by Tabor eesaed to substantiate this

of this Investigation

It would eeea in the light of the orientation theory

and the theory of adsorption that the surface energy of

solutions of the fatty acids la polar solvents would be due

to the non-polar end of the adsorbed molecule and the amount

of adsorption which has taken piece. The solubility of the



acid should be due to the polar portion of tho molecule. If

progressively longer earbon chains were attached to thie po-

lar group tho molecules would become leaa soluble and sore

highly adsorbed in the surfsee* The concentration in tho

bulk of the solution at vhieh the surface becomes saturated

should become lower aa the chain Increases In length,

H. H. King (9) made a study of the adsorption of the normal

paraffin acids with earbon ehelns of one to ten earbona in

water solutions. His data verifies the above predictions*

It is new proposed to make s similar study of the seas

series of aside using liquid ammonia as the solvent* In

this investigation solutions of tho ammonium salts of for*

le, propionic, end pslargonio sslds were studied. « P.

Harris st the present time is oomplsting s similar study of

the ammonium aalts of acetic, butyric Valeria, and eaprolo

TBI SUBFaOB TJMsXOM OP

The solubility in liquid ammonia of the ammonium aalts

of the shorter hydrocarbon chain fatty acids is quits high.

For example four and one-half grams of ammonia were suf-

floisnt to dissolve 16 gms of ammonium propionata. In such

systems it may be possible to explain the results obtained

by the theory of admixtures. According to Shatmoughs rule
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for binary-aixturas (10) the eurfsoe tsnslaa of the mixture

It nprtwstid by the fiiwuli /a « (^ V
x

- ?
2 Vg), n being

the ratio of tho calculated to the obeeroefl density. ?
x aad

V8 are the velum i fraotione of the components, and \^ end

y8 are the surfas• tenaions of the para component. . orley

(11) la hie study of voter aniline mixtures has ehoom thet

daariass in solubility sensed by ad ition of sodium chloride

osusod a aaepeaei in the surfsea tenelon not predicted by

Vbetaaugha rale* This could be explained by the polar

theory of sotfeet tenelon by earing that positive edoorptloa

of aniline had ineroassfl sensing a decrease in the turfaaa

tension with a damm in the solubility af aba solute*

Therefore, wheaevor the Boleaulaa of ana component in a mix-

ture have vary anayaaailesl aleatriaal fields va vould ex-

peat the surfaoe tension of the mixture to deviate frost the

surface tension ealeaUtod froa &fcata«*ajh*e role* It would

be paaaible to get a series of mixturea in vhlch the eurfaoe

tenelon iaereeees with Met inereaae la ooneentretloa aad yet

base positive adasrptioa taking plaas if the solvent baa a

loaar surfsee teastem than the solute, < asoipilau in this

aaae would aauee the observed values to be loaar than the

values csloulsted froa Bhataough*8 rule. The chureeter and

aoount of sdsorntIon aaa therefore be astiaated acre re-

llably froa the deviation froa the rule of lanlil n in than
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by attempting to apply Oibb't equation directly to the

solution.

capillary man mbtbod of Dkzwumm SURPACK TKISIOH

The eapillary height method was used to determine the

surface tension* Shen a eapillary tube is plaeed in a

liquid which mete the tube, the surfsee of the liquid be-

mmrd. In order for equilibrium to exist

and a convex or flat surface, the pressure

on the concave surface must be increased. Since the pres-

sure on the flat surface of the bulk of the solution and on

the eapillary meniscus is equal, the liquid rises in the

tube until the hydrostatic pressure bteeem great enough to

make up the necessary difference in pressure. At equili-

brium the weight of the liquid la vzii h (D-d) g where r le

the radius of the tube, h is the height the liquid rises In

the tube, D and d are the densities of the liquid end the

Taper above the liquid, and g the acceleration due to

gravity. This weight is supported by the vertical component

of the surface tension acting around the circumference of

mac eapillary, 2 TTr reoc 0. © is the angle of contact the

liquid makes with the glass and / is the surface tension of

the liquid. By equating these two quantltlee, we obtain the

formula for calculating surface tension from eapillary

height measurements.
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8ft r Voos w - r2 h (D-d) g

^ h ( j-d) g r

t eee

tteherdaand Career (12) have shown that the angle of oon-

tMt it scro for several liquids which wet glass and they

drew the eonoluslon that this la probably true for all

liquids whioh vet glass* Using this assumption the equation

for ealeulatlng aurfaee tension biioeiti

1 ** 2

MATERIALS USE©

The annonlum formate used mas purehaeed from the Bast-

naan Kodak Company and was the purest obtainable* It waa

not deemed neeeeeary to further attempt to purify It other

than drying It In a vacuum dealeeator over sulfurlo sold to

remove moisture*

Tfcca.senlum propionate and sminlam pelargonate used

mere made in the apparatue by neutralising the acids with

gaseous anmen:La Just before filling the tubes* The acids

used were punspw^wmwmpem mm^wpmm mum ^memv wmrnVflmm mmvCHUK wPGnmnRmmtt^F 4mHQL

mere the purest obtainable* The propionic was distilled

from sulfurlo aeld to remove moisture* redistilled, and the

mid portion used* No further attempt men made to purify the
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pelargonlo Mid* The density and surface tension of samples

of the pore eeide were determined at 20*8. end the results

given below (Table II). A 8ft ee, vacuum welled pycno-

ueed for the density determination.

Table II, Density end Surfeee Tension of Propionic
end Pelergonio Acids,

A©id Density Sfo Surface Teneion dynee/esu

Propionic" ,9937 26,65

the eurfeee teneion wee dstsrmlnsd for e eerles of

solutions of ammonium format© end ammonium propionate

ranging in oonoentretion from 0.5 molar to near the satura-

tion point end for solutions of ammonium pelargonate ranging

in concentration from ,016 molar to .12 molar which ie very

near the saturation point. The method and apparatus used

ere the came ae deeeribed by King, Ball, and -are (13). The

apparatus, a modification of the Richards and Coombs type,

was constructed of heavy grade pyrex tubing (Pig.l). The

cylindrical bowl, 56 m.m. In diameter, wee used to provide

s surface of such else that ita center portion would provide

a flat eurfeee. A capillary aide arm wee attached to the

bowl below and to the stem above with a gooseneck st its

with the stem. The design permitted thorough ir-
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rigation of the capillary at will and yet prevented the

liquid which drained down the walls from draining into the

oapUlary after agitation of the contents. The bowl wee

banded by three rlnge 1 em. apart etched Into the glaee.

Theae served only ee e guide when filling the tube so that

the quantity of liquid could be approximated quickly mat

controlled.

The perHam of the tube above the juncture of the side

arm to the etem wee designed to serve ee a pyenomoter.

This allowed deneity determinations to be made in the same

apparatus In which surface tensions determinations were

made thus eliminating any poeaibility of error due to the

••»»*• o* <f—0— substances. The barrel end the small tubs

attached were of such sise that when the tube mas inverted

the volume of liquid necessary to fill the bowl to the

center mark was sufficient to fill the ayeaomster to near

the center of the etem ee shown in Fig. IB, The fact that

the volume of the pjaaomster changed each fill wes n*t by de-

termining the volume of the ether end of the tube to eeeh of

several lines etched on the etem mad the volume per asms of

length of the etem* The volume of the vapor could then be

determined by measuring the distance of the meniscus from

the nearest calibration mark. After eeeh fill the total

volume of the tube wes determined snd the volume of liquid

found by difference* To oorreet for the volume of liquid
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in the meniscus the length of Stan (H
ft

) equal in volume to

the meniscus was added or subtracted from tht usssund dis-

tance of the meniscus from the volume mart, the values of

H
c ware determined by calculating from the Beahforth and

data (14) values of H© for each value of density/sur-

tensIon. These were plotted and a aire drawn so that

values of Hc oould he reed for any desired value of density/

surface tension* This method necessitated a preliminary es-

timation of HQ for calculation of approximate values of den*

slty and surface tension* These gave a correct value of H
q

with vhloh correct values of density and surface tension were

In the calibration of the capillaries mood, no attempt

to determine the radius of the tubes by weighing

lengths of mercury since this method dswamrta on the

capillary being a perfect cylinder, Booh bettor results csn

be obtained by measuring the capillary rise for liquids of

known surface tension and density, substituting these values

into the surfsee tension formula* and solving for the radius*

Since the capillaries were not uniform the radius was deter-

mined at intervals of one-half centimeter and these values

of the radius plotted on graph paper against the position in

the capillary* The radii of the tubes for sny point in the

capillary oould then be read directly from the
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used In calibrating the lower part or the capil-

lary and conductivity water in tb» upper part. ate: and

benssne vera both uaad at the asms point near the eenter of

each oapillary and round to give the same value for too

I* purchased from the Eaat-

U **• uaed. It was allowed to stand over

sodium to remove aolsture and distilled, boiling at 80°C* at

740 sua. of pressure. The density at 96 was determined in

a 2G oo. vaeuun walled pyenoneter end found to be .87876.

This check* with the value (.8707) obtained from the Inter-

national Critical Tables. The value used for the surface

tension* £8.88 dynes per centimeter, is the value given in

the International Critical Tables.

The surface tension of the water used was deternined by

the drop weight method and found to be 78.6 dynes p^r centi-

neter.

The enawntwai formate to be used was dried by placing it

In clean glass tubes about six millimeters in diameter end

of such length that each tube held about two grams of salt.

These were allowed to stand in a vacuum desiccator over

sulfuric acid to rsaore aolsture. Fran these tubes the

amount of salt desired could be quickly charged Into the ap-

paratus without allowing it to come into contact with the

air long enough to take up moieture. The apparatus, whieh
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previously weighed, m stoppered end •gain weighed

to get the exact weight of salt. 0—so— —mils Aran s

tank of anhydrous liquid smmonla was then oondeneei Into the

tubs with carbon dioxide loo. Figure 1* shows how the ep-

paratus was connected to Till the tube. The amnonls was

led first to s drying train consisting of freshly Ignited

elmmlnme ootids. A T-tube with rubber connections throng

which protruded a small bore tube which reached down Into

the top part of the bowl was used to introduce the gas Into

the tube. The sten serves as an outlet for uncondensed fas*

This outlet was eomaeoted to a mercury trap which served to

control and Inerease the pressure sad cond nsstlon.

•ten sufficient amnonle was condensed, the delivery

tube was partly renewed fron the apparatus until the rim of

the tube was softened in the flame, thorn the delivery tubs

was held just above the siloing mntil the apparatus waa

sealed. The tip of glass removed in sealing waa eaved and

included la all further weighings.

The tube was placed in en eleetrieslly controlled

thermostst at 20°C. end capillary height readings were

with a William Osortnsr calibrated traveling micros-

I Illumination waa provided by a mercury are lamp*

The light was refleeted horizontally by a mirror through

the opposite window of the thermostat. The light was cut

off Just below the large monlecua by a movable horizontal
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placed on the airror. vith this illumination the

lower contour of th© nsniacua hia—a clear and sharp* with-

out tht ioimu the light eoains from below wee reflected

from the a»nlseus until it wee difficult to determine the

true boundary* The volume of the vapor wee determined ae

previously dcecribod. The tube wee opened by heating et

toe tip with a needle flaa§ after the pressure had beam

neatly redueed bj •hilling with earbon dioxide ioe. The

remaining preeeure blew a snail pin hole through tht tip.

The sharp edgee were Belted beck end the siinute bulb raised

with the pin hole was shrunk beck to ite former shape* Thus

the volume of the tube wee not altered. It waa then filled

with water et 20°C. end weired to determine the totel

volume of the tube*

pelargonete the eelde were used instead of the eelte

they were obtainable in the pure etete, were lees hydro*-

eeopic, and more easily handled* The saount of acid

wee Measured into the apparatus vith s pipette end weighed

accurately. ammonia gaa wee then blown elowly into the tabs

et room vonperitare until nost of the scid waa neutralised.

The tube waa then peeked in carbon dioxide ice, and the

procedure waa then the sane ae deeoribed for



CALCULATION OF 000101

surface tension of the various solutions

lated using the following foraula:

V* fo + lftr) (S-d) gr
2

In this equation h is the vertical distance

the flat surface of the large raeniscua to the botton of the

Wtim in the capillary* D and d are the densities of the

liquid and the vapor above the liquid respectively, g ems

taken as 990, end r Is the radius of the capillary. The

correction, 1/5 r le aade to include the liquid in the

•m of the capillary*

The dmaity of the vapor ems calculated frost the

sity of anmonis vapor over liquid anmonla at 20° using tiki

principle of Result»s lair and asaoslng thet the density ana

proportional to the partial prai

d .d* X

d le the density of the vapor over the eolution, d^

is the density of the vapor over pure ssssonia and X is the

mole fraotlon of estnonla. The value used for d*, .00G684,

one taken from the circular of the Bureau of standards lo.

142,

ear rm



n
values log10

C for ••oh Mid* (Pig, 8*10) Prom tho

suiting wni tho Tabus of d v/d log10 C could be read di-

rectly for any desired concentration. The adsorption was

calculated at various seasontratlone using Olbbe* formulas

„ 1 d\/tt,osnr oiog^c

u la the adsoipllon in moles per square centimeter of

face, B is 8.516 x 10
7

ergs, T is the absolute

was calculated

at •ash concentration for which the adsorption was calcu-

lated. Tho formula used 1st

(01 X 6,06 X lQ
88

)
2^

C. •J_J22LW >

6*06 X K>*3

where G9 is tho number of moles of solute per so.em. of sur-

face before adsorption takes piece , Ci is tho moles per

liter of solute in the solution and 6.06 X 1023 is the mm-

nrnxHurraL data
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Table VII, Hormsl Concentration and Adsorption

MB
Hormel Cone*

Mole/Liter in

0.06 0.18 0.14
0.06 0.22 0.35
0.10 0.25 0.66

DI3CTO8I0S OP

la the Introduction the prediction erne mode that the

fatty aeid oolceulea should bssams less soluble la polar

solvents with Inoreaae in the molecular weight. The sm-

nonius formats sad swsalw propionate were both so highly

soluble that their Unit of solubility was not determined.

The inaoMnw pelsrgonate was so slightly solmble that

several hours of shaking were neeeeeary to get all the aalt

In the 0.12 abler solution to dissolve. This is evidence

that the solubility of the fatty acids is doe to the polar

end of the molecule and is therefore evidence in favor of

the theory of orientation.

The density m concentration relationship** for all three

aeries of solutions are shown graphically in figures 2 to 4.

The sooothness of the curves indicates the socuraoy of the

used for determining the densities. This is inpor-
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tant bnwii the values of the eurfeee

ob the density values.

the swfooi taoslon-concentratIon graphs for

foments end ejsmonlum propionate (Figs. 6 and 6), If inter*

preted on the basis of Oibbe 1 equation, show that negative

adsorption has taken place, a comparison of the calculated

edeorption with the normal concentration of salt in the sur-

face (Table VZ) shows that calculations baaed on Gibbs 1

equation give impossible results In the solutions of high

concentration. Evidently then some factors other then ed-

eorption influence the eurfeee tension of these solutions.

Unfortunately the surfaee tension of the ammonium salts of

these aelds In the molten state ie not Known ee that it is

impossible to compare the observed surfaee tensions of these

solutions with the values calculated from Whatmough's role.

Am attempt le being memo In this laboratory to determine the

emrfees tension of theme salts in their molten state at var-

ious temperatut and by extrapolation to get the value for

the surfaee tension at 20*>« If this attempt is sueceesful,

the theoretical values for the surface tension of the mix-

tures can be calculated.

According to the polar molecule theory, positive rather

than negative adsorption would be expected to take place In

these solutions. This would cause a doorsees In the

of the solutions ami would cause the

"



values to be lower then the calculated value*.

The behavior of some of the concentrated solutions in-

dleeted that there vat eoae positive adsorptlea. then the

apparatus wea tipped to allow the solution to run from one

end of the tube to the other, thin films of liquid which

quite stable formed eeross the atom of the tube. This

oat noticeable in the eoneentrated aolutlone of sa-

Lua eeproate in liquid »»! ma by Harris but similar

films, not quite to stable, were formed in the concentrated

formate and propionate solutions. The stability of theme

films can be aocounted for only by assuming that peeltiwe

adeorption had taken plaoe reaulting in a high concentration

of aalt in the film.

In seme of the solutions, there waa evidence of the

existence of a contact eagle betweea the liquid aad the

glees. After the solutions had been agitated the liquid

in the capillary became stationary for a ehort time.

it suddenly dropped about one-half millimeter end again be-

aaae etatioaary. After thie had telaen place, a aharp defi-

nite boundary betweea the glaae and liquid could be obaerved

in the large bowl. Such a boundary cannot be obaerved with

liquids which wet the glass. Also In these tubes the fila

of liquid left inside the team Broke leaving drops of liquid

with definite boundaries hanging to the walla of the tube.
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can be explained by assuming that immedlate-

ly after agitation adsorption was not complete in tho fresh-

ly formed surface • After standing a short tins, adsorption

and orientation became nearly ooaplsto. This resulted in a

large excess of salt molecules being collected in the sur-

face with their hydrocarbon chains, which do not wot glass,

turned toward aba gloss or vapor.

Due to the alight solubility of —miilim pelargonato in

liquid ammonia the solutions used wore wary dilute* This ia

the typo of solutions to which Oibbs 1 equation la uepestd

to apply. The calculated adsorption* are of tho order which

would be

1* Tho slight solubility of ammonium polargonate In-

dicates that the solubility of the fatty acids in liquid

omraoala doorcases as tho length of the carbon chain in-

creases* This ia evidence that tho solubility is duo to the

polar end of the molecule and therefore that tho molecules

will be oriented In the surface with the polar group toward

the bulk of tho aolution and tho hjiTi eesiliiwj chain toward

tho vapor*

2* Comparison of tho calculated adsorption with tho

normal concentration in the surface shows that aibba*

•emotion does not apply for concentrated solutions*



3* There is not sufficient date available to calculate

the values of the surface tension of the mixtures predicted

by *hatmough , s rule* An attempt is being Bade at the yreeett

tine to secure the needed data. On the basis of the polar

molecule thur* of surface tension, positive adsorption of

salts molecules into the surface would be expected. Thia

would eaaae the experimental values for the surface tension

of the mixtures studied to be lover then the values calcu-

lated from Whetmou^a rule.

The writer wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to

Dr. H. R. Xing who haa suggested this problem for roeeereh

and has given his hearty cooperation in guiding the work

and providing Use neisseary materials, the writer wishes to

express his appreciation for the assistance of Dr. J. Lowe

Rail in manipulation of the apparatus end in the solution

of the problems involved.
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